
Dakelh Yinka Da - Carrier of Long Ago

Religion was influenced by Christianity throughout the Northwest. A prophet cult that began 
with Uzalki a Babine Chief, continued through a succession of prophets including Bini. Uzalki 
later died at Hagwilget in 1870. He was followed by Sunasaya (1847), the first recorded 
medicine man from Fraser Lake. He was followed later by “Bopa”, the first recorded 
medicine woman in our history. Bopa died and rose again after three days. Another woman 
from Fraser Lake Nokskan followed Bopa in succession. Then Cam Lex’s who came back 
from heaven with a new name Sisteyel. He was very poor and the people didn’t take him 
seriously but he had a brother the people took seriously and his name was Bini. Bini, who was 
born to Sami was given the clan name Mat. He began his religious life, when he went out 
with a hunting party at Decker Lake. One day he mysteriously disappeared.  

Kayah whu duchun was first uttered in Cheslatta at a cultural camp of which George 
Louie has been traditional leader there. Keyah whu duchan were considered tribal heads 
and heads of government. Other traditional leaders include: Dene duyun (medicine man) 
referred to as shaman. Dene natay (dreamer): A dreamer uses his dreams to protect the 
community from danger. Insoo en (prophet): People that can see events unfold in the future. 
Nutesne’ (one who follow their dreams): After fasting for a period of time an individual can 
realate to his or her own destiny and: Ya’t huwundline (weather predictors) a person that 
can predict a weather condition.

Traditional and religious practices were clearly evident among early carrier peoples. The 
advent of European settlement brought religious influences. Europeans were considered very 
strange. Because of their strange looks, the name given to Europeans was Nawdnilh (ghost 
of the dead).  Father Maurice (1932) was a religious European known for his influence over 
the communities where he worked. Among his influences was his recruitment of Neghanli 
(watchman). He used the Heghanli to enforce religious beliefsin the community. In doing this, 
they forbade practices that were considered to be immoral. 


